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EXPLORE. DREAM. DISCOVER.

SMUSAILING

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the
things you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So throw off
the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade
winds in your sails.
Explore. Dream. Discover.
Mark Twain
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About Us: An Introduction
In 2004, a group of SMU students
embarked on the inaugural S.A.I.L,
or Student Active Involvement
Programme which centered on a
sailing trip to the island of Pulau
Aur. With their interest in keelboat
sailing thus kindled, a core group of
7 students from the trip formed the
SMU Sailing Club and began
taking part in local keelboat events.
Since then, successive batches of
sailors have dreamt big and sailed
hard, making our club the foremost
tertiary keelboat sailing club in
Singapore today.

fraternity, we are most fortunate to
enjoy the support of sailors,
marinas, and regatta organizers in
and out of Singapore. In a similar
fashion, we hope to be able
contribute back to the sailing
community by promoting sailing as
a lifestyle within the youth
fraternity. In addition, we hope to
raise awareness and funds for
Sailability Singapore at our very
own Western Circuit Sailing
Regatta which would help to
further the sailing experience to
greater reaches of the community.

We are based at Raffles Marina,
and sail regularly on four keelboats.
These boats are our two Platu Farr
25s, SMUve and SMUmad, as well
as two J24s, Shengli and Jangan
Main Main. Aside from being
familiar faces in the local sailing

One of the highlights of being part
of SMU Sailing Club is the
international exposure our sailors
receive. As part of our growing
profile as the foremost tertiary
sailing club in Singapore, we have
been privileged to be invited to

many overseas competition in
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand,
China and more. The club and
sailors have benefited from such
exposure, learning tools of the
trade from more skillful sailors and
most importantly making friends
and contacts that will last for a
lifetime.
As the club grows in strength and
in resources, we hope to be able to
continue to improve the standard of
our sailors and at the same time
bring the sailing experience to
more students in the tertiary
environment. Through this, we
believe that would set the standard
to skills development and ensure we
stay at the forefront of tertiary
sailing in Singapore.
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VISION
To be the foremost tertiary sailing club in Singapore by pursuing competitive excellence both
locally and regionally.

PHILOSOPHY
Every student in SMU is given the opportunity to sail, race, develop and grow as sailors and as
leaders, regardless of prior sailing experience.

METHODOLOGY
Strong senior-junior relationships and a well structured training program enable a
seamless two way transfer of knowledge and expertise.

MISSION
SMU Sailing provides exciting and challenging training and leadership opportunities to
any motivated and passionate student with the aim of character enhancement, personal
growth and acquisition of new skills. Training sailors; developing leadership.

SMUSAILING

MILESTONES
2004
A group of SMU Students embark on the
inaugural S.A.I.L (Student Active Involvement
Program) to Pulau Aur
SMU Sailing is born

2006
SMU Sailing acquires 1st Platu 25, SMUve

2005
Debut showing at Top of the Gulf 2005.
Shengli is adopted by the club

2007
First Western Circuit Sailing Regatta run between
SMU & RM
SMU Sports Scholarship formed by 2 of our sailors

2008
SMU Sailing acquire 2nd Platu 25, SMU.m.a.d

2009
1st Exchange program with UWA takes place.

2010

Launch of alumni boat Xtra SMUve

5 Members of SMU Sailing are selected for the World
University Championships
SMU Sailing membership is introduced
Affiliation with Singapore Sailing Federation (SSF)

2011
Partnership with Barclays to promote sailing in the
corporate field
Launch of www.smusailing.com and Facebook page

2012
Signing of MOU with SSF for use of Marina Bay and SB20s
Organizing of Inaugural Asia Pacific Student Cup
Acquiring of 3 SB20s, 1 in RM and 2 in Marina Bay

SMU Sailing won keelboat match racing league
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CALVIN LIM
President’s Address
Dear sailors and friends, the year 2012 has been an
exciting one for our sailing club, and I’m proud to be
able to say that it has been a good one as well both on
and off the water. We have managed to retain our
status as one of the core excellence sports in SMU and
more importantly, we continue to keep up with the
SMU Sailing tradition of winning, entertaining and
impressing on all fronts.

OVERVIEW OF 2012
Looking back on the year, the club has been able to
build on the strong foundations of previous batches
producing some solid results in local and overseas
competitions. The SMU Sailing flag has flown high in
top notch events like the World University Games in
Nice and the China Cup International Regatta in
Shenzhen, with our sailors making waves in both these
venues. On the local front, the club continues to show
their dominance of the local scene, taking top honors
in the Singapore Straits Regatta early in 2012 and
following that with a stranglehold of the podium places
at Republic of Singapore Yacht Club Regatta and
Western Circuit Regatta in the latter half of the year.
Of equal importance is the fact that fresh talent
continue to be blooded at these competitions, showing
the sustainable model the club has of building and
training new sailors and mixing with experienced to be
a fruitful one.

SAILING IN THE BAY
This year also saw SMU sign a memorandum of
understanding with Singapore Sailing Federation in a
gala event held out on the boardwalk of Marina Bay.
Under the agreement, SMU will support sailing events
at the Bay while also being able to call upon these

boats for use in training or competition in the Bay. This
presents an opportunity for the club to train on
weekdays and also to polish up fleet-racing and
helming skills with 8 SB20s being available at the Bay.
We have already seen this with the numerous evening
sails, corporate races along with having Sports Camp
at the Bay.
On the same note, the club also organized the
inaugural Asia Pacific Student Cup bringing together
university teams from Japan, Thailand, Australia and
China to race on the SB20s in scenic Bay. The event
turned out to be a huge success event-wise with a huge
turnout promised next year and also on the racing
front where SMU Sailing club clinched the Gold
medal in the university category.

GROWING NUMBERS
One very visible trend is the growing numbers of SMU
sailors at many of the local and regional regattas. Year
on year, we have seen number of boats and sailors that
the club sends grow and now we have even seen this
increase even further as more alumni are sailing on
bigger boats after graduating from the J24s and the
platus. Singapore Straits Regatta this year saw 5 SMU
boats and more than 40 sailors, easily making us the
largest contingent and in almost any local regatta you
would definitely expect SMU sailors to be present.
This is a heartening sight as it shows that our sailors
are not only valued for their seamanship on the race
course but also their ability to mix it up with the
different crews and have fun. This is a vindication of
the model which past batches have mould around and
something that SMU Sailing will continue to strive to
provide.
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President’s Address
GREATER SPHERE OF BRANDING
Off the water, SMU Sailing continued to
make its presence felt with increase outreach
of social media platforms and also the events
organized throughout the year. Most notably,
we continued our partnership with Barclays
Bank in helping to provide a platform for
sailing enthusiast to pick up and enjoy sailing.
This initiative was headed by the members of
the 7th executive committee and Catherine
Chua, one of our alumnus and current
employee of Barclays, and was set running in
late 2011. This continued to run into 2012
with the club continuing to build upon this
budding partnership which saw our sailors
conduct not only practical sailing sessions but
also theory lessons. This was topped with a
“Barclays Day” at our very own Western
Circuit on the first day of the regatta which
saw the 3-day race open to a festive familycarnival mood. Undoubtedly, this partnership
has been very fruitful and we hope to continue
working with external parties and the sailing
fraternity to bring sailing closer to the greater
community.

O n t h e n o t e o f m a rk e t i n g, s p e c i a l
congratulations have to go out to the Western
Circuit Sailing Regatta committee for
organizing and putting together such a
spectacular show. The effort in putting
together a meaningful yet competitive and fun
filled event has been recognized by all who
were present and it continues to reverberate
through the local regatta as the regatta to
mark down. (More will be covered in
Marketing and Communications report).

THANK YOU
Thanks to everyone who has been part of
SMU Sailing club in 2012, Andrew and OSL
for continuing to support our sailing
endeavors, the alumni who continue to
contribute and give to the club, club members
for your energy and definitely everyone on the
8th executive committee whom I’ve had the
honor of working with for the past year. I
hope everyone continues to find fun in all
parts of sailing from the preparation to the
racing, the events to the celebrations, and I’ll
hope to sail with you all someday. All the best!
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ALEXI LIM
Vice-President’s Address
Good day Sailor! I want to start by thanking everyone
for making our job, our pleasure. It’s been a joy serving
the club in the past year and I’ve certainly had many
sweet memories.

hydration skills! I hope you come for gym not just for a
workout or to clock regatta attendance, but more
importantly come to have fun and spend time with your
fellow teammates.

SAFETY FIRST

FAMILY ACTIVITIES

Since safety is always first, I am thankful that there were
no major safety breaches in the past year. Having said
that, never take safety for granted. Many of us are
fortunate to have not witness any accidents affecting our
boats or our teammates but these safety guidelines that
have been built up through generations came at a high
cost. Respect the sea and your boat, and leave nothing
to chance. Let us continue to look out for one another
and take good care of our boats.

I am always grateful I joined the SMU Sailing team
because we’re truly a family that has fun together. What
is University life without good friends and fun? Chinese
New Year, Mid-Autumn festival, Christmas, Starry
Night, and seniors’ farewell are all occasions for an epic
sailing gathering. These social events keep us sane in
our crazy school environment and I certainly hope that
this well kept tradition continues. We’re definitely going
to need larger venues as our club grows bigger with
each batch.

GYM TRAINING
This year, we refined our gym training program to
improve role specific performance and introduced new
exercises to better simulate the physical demands out at
sea. Work out hard, but don’t forget to have fun as well!
The true test of the sailor isn’t in his ability to do pull
ups or survive 2 minute planks without flinching… It
lies in his ability to play Captains’ Ball, and in his

THANK YOU!
In closing, I want to specially thank our alumni
members for always being there for us. Your strong
support is the reason we are different from other clubs,
and our success this year would not have been achieved
without your help, truly. Keep on winning!
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JOY FUNG
Secretary’s Address
Having had the privilege to serve the club in
the Executive Committee, I have come to
appreciate the vast amount of work and effort
that goes on behind the glamourous scenes of
SMU Sailing.
As secretary, I dealt mostly with administrative
duties for the club to function and operate
smoothly, ranging from the Executive
Committee, the sailors, the sail boats, as well
as the sailing competitions. This includes
coordinating
meetings, maintenance of

various boat documents, club census, swim
certifications, CCA records, administrative
procedures for boat acquisition and regatta
registration. I also served as liaison with our
stakeholders – SSU, our alumni, Raffles
Marina, etc.
The sailing club has indeed flourished in many
ways, one of which is membership. A strong
freshmen recruitment effort saw an intake of
15 members in 2012, which currently make
up 40% of the club.

To reach a port, we must sail -sail, not tie at anchor - sail,
not drift.
- Franklin D. Roosevelt
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Secretary’s Address
When it comes to award ceremonies, nothing comes close to the sailing team. In addition to the
annual SSU club classification exercise that has placed the sailing club in the core tier for 2013,
the sailing club and its members have been awarded the following:
2012 UNIVERSITY STUDENT LIFE AWARDS
USL Excellence Award (Club)

SMU Sailing

USL Excellence Award (Individual)

Shaun Toh Hong Yi

Tan Tee Chee & Tsan Kah Ngooh Award

Chung Peiquan

Dean of Students Award

Alexi Lim Zongwei
Brandon Heng Cheng Wei
Calvin Lim Zhi Yang
Christopher Lim Zijie
Quek Li Jun Gwen
Samantha Chua Le Ling

Lee Foundation Student Life Scholarship

Alina Chia Hui Yi

Levin Angsana Award

Eric Loh Wai Keong

SMU SPORTS UNION AWARDS 2012
Competitive Excellence Award

SMU Sailing

It has indeed been a fulfilling term as Secretary, and I have learnt and gained so much.
Working with my Executive Committee to serve and lead the club has been an honour and is
by far one of my most enjoyable experiences in SMU. I cannot shower enough praises and
compliments on of my fellow members, but it definitely has been a blessing and a privilege to
be part of this team.
My deepest appreciation also goes to Andrew, our team manager, who has made these once in
a lifetime opportunities possible. To all the past and present SMU sailors, thank you for
making SMU Sailing what it is today and very dear to myself and many of us. I have utmost
confidence in the 9th , which will continue to do the club proud and bring it to greater glory.
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Secretary’s Address
MEMBERSHIP RECORD
According to official records as of 31 December 2012, we have 47 full-time members.
Note: Alumni Members are stated in the Alumni report.
YEAR 1
Annies Tan

Bryan Reginald Chan Zhi Jian

Chan Qing Huang

Chen Hwee Yoong Judith

Chen Li Wen

Cherie Loh Yan Yin

Ho Mei Jing Darice

Lee Peck Khee

Lee Zheng Yi George

Lim Han Yang Collin

Lim Sian Ang Anton

Tan Yingren Vince

Tan Zhi Yuan Steven

Vong Randy

Wee Jian Yong Lionel

William Cai Weiliang

Yap Jessie

Yong Lee Shyan Lydia

YEAR 2
Chang Aretha

Ching Pu Fang

Lam Peiyi Terena

Mok Zhi Wei

Seah Yujia

Siau Bi Yan Justin

Tan Hwee Ling Camelia Felicita

Tan Li Ching Sara

Tan Sze Ern Lynette

Tan Wei Chong

Wong Wei-Liang Jimmy
YEAR 3
Chua Le Ling Samantha

Fung Cheah Ern Joy

Goh Wei Cheng Melissa

Ho Thean Yew Gregory

Lim Zhi Yang Calvin

Lim Zongwei Alexi

Ng Yu Hui

Quek Li Jun Gwen

Teo Kok Bin

Wee Jian Wei Leonard

YEAR 4
Chia Hui Yi Alina

Chua Jing-Yuan Cyril

Chung Peiquan

Heng Cheng Wei Brandon

Lim Shui Yong

Loh Wai Keong Eric

Ong Chin Yi Samuel

Toh Hong Yi Shaun

China Cup 2012
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Training and Development
Officer’s Address
Since the pioneering batch of SMU
sailors put the club on the sporting
map some eight years ago, the club
has grown from strength to
s t re n g t h , g row i n g f ro m t h e
opportunities given by OSL and
SMU, learning from batches of
seniors and experienced hands and
also through fostering strong seniorjunior bonds in training. Today,
SMU Sailing is held in high regard
in sailing circles with a continuous
production line of competent,
competitive and energetic sailors
who continue to demonstrate their
abilities representing the school in
regattas around the world and also
value adding whichever boat they
sail on.
2012 has not been different from
the rest, with our club continuing
its high participation in regional
and local competitions and also
stamping its mark on several global
championships. A more detailed list
is attached further on in the report.

MAKING OUR MARK
ABROAD
One thing that has been
encouraged in SMU Sailing is the
continuous search improvement
and striving for excellence. The
best platform for such would be
increased exposure to overseas
conditions and measuring our
seamanship against the best. This
year, with the generous support and
blessing of OSL, we were fortunate
to be to be given the chance to go
to China, France, and Thailand.
SMU Sailing was well represented
in the team sent to represent
Singapore Universities at the World
University Games in Nice, France
with seven of the nine-man strong
team coming from the club. Against
some of the best youth sailors from
around the world, the guys’ team
came in 7th whereas the girl’s
finished 6th in their own class.
In China, SMU Sailing was able to
follow up on last year’s top 15

showing by coming in a steady 16th
against top class opposition and
world class sailors from round the
world. It also speaks volumes about
the sailing ability of this team
comprising Sophomores and
Juniors, who were able to get up to
speed and compete actively despite
having just a few training sessions
on this 40 feet boats.
This year’s Top of the Gulf
Regatta also saw one of the biggest
fleet of SMU sailors, with two
teams on the platu, one in the IRC
II class and many more scattered
on the boats in the other classes.
The team did well to produce two
Top 10 finishes in the competitive
platu 25 fleet and captured the
silver medal in the IRC II class on
board Hijinks.
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A ship in port is safe, but that's
not what ships are built for.
Sail out to sea and do new things.
- Grace Hopper

Training and Development
Officer’s Address
EXCELLENCE IN THE LOCAL CIRCUITS

EMPHASIS ON SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Closer to home, SMU Sailing has proved to be a
dominant force in the tertiary institutions, with a 2nd
and 4th spot in the platu class alongside a 2nd and 3rd
in the J24 class in the Singapore Straits Regatta. This
performance was matched at the Republic of Singapore
Yacht Club Regatta held 5 months later, with another
podium topping position on the platu and a 2nd in the
J24 category. While at Western Circuit Sailing Regatta
following that, the team managed to get podium
finishes for IRC B and J24 class. Congratulations to all
our sailors who have worked hard to make all these
successes possible.

The last few years have seen the club grow both in
stature as well as in size and in spite of the success that
the club has enjoyed producing medal winners at local
and regional regattas, it is imperative that we continue
to ensure that the future of the club is built on solid
foundations. With a huge cohort of freshmen coming in
the 2011 and 2012 batch, there was a conscious effort
to instill the right attitude to marry with the seamanship
skills and competitive excellence that is expected of our
sailors. This year, we had Helm’s Course, Sail Camp,
and many of the other races organized by Raffles
Marina to hone and test the skills and role abilities
taught to the new sailors. There was also an emphasis
on role specialization for each sailor even though equal
opportunities were given so that everyone could see how
the boat functions from a different role perspective.
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Officer’s Address
LOOKING FORWARD
As part of the memorandum of understanding that
SMU has signed with the Singapore Sailing
Federation, we would have access to all eight SB20s in
Marina Bay and usage of the sailing waters in the Bay.
This presents a big opportunity to us to increase the
sailing time that we have in the form of after class
trainings and races. In the latter half of 2012, our
sailors have utilized these opportunities, getting extra
training hours in the Bay and also taking part in some
of the Twilight Races. We also had our very own SMU
Fleet Race during the summer break and had all eight

boats used in the race. All these serves as good practice
for fleet racing tactics and helm training and also keeps
everyone on their toes having to adapt to different roles
on the SB20s compared to the other bigger keelboats.
2012 has undoubtedly been a fruitful year for SMU
Sailing on the whole and whilst training hard, we
definitely hope to inspire all sailors to compete to the
fullest and yet enjoy the community and camaraderie
created through all the shared memories and
experience. Thank you for all the guidance and
cooperation through 2012.

MONTH

REGATTA

RESULT

Jan

10th Royal Langkawi International Regatta

Youth (1st)
Overall (2nd)

Feb

17th Singapore Straits Regatta 2012

IRC B (2nd, 4th)
J24 (2nd, 3rd)

May

Top of the Gulf Regatta 2012

IRC class 3 2nd
Platu Coronation Cup 7th / 9th

July

Republic of Singapore Yacht Club Regatta
2012

IRC B (1st, 2nd)
J24 One design (2nd)

Aug

15th Western Circuit Sailing Regatta

IRC B (2nd, 3rd)
J24 One Design (3rd)

Sept

Asia Pacific Student Cup 2012

Open (2nd, 3rd)
University (1st)

Sept

World University Games 2012

Open, Men (7th)
Open, Women (6th)

Oct

Constant Wind Match Cup

2nd Round

Oct

China Cup International Regatta

Beneteau 40.7 (16th)

Dec

J24 Nationals

Open, 2nd
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SAMANTHA CHUA
Finance Secretary’s Address
DEAR SAILORS
2012 has been an interesting ride for our
financials, but I am pleased to say that we
have ended in good financial health and have
managed to compete in every competition,
repair and replace any broken parts and even
acquire quite a number of new assets.

BUDGET UTILIZATION
This year, we managed to maintain an
optimal budget utilization rate for both terms.
In the first half of the year however, we had
to cut down on new asset purchases due to
some unfortunate events, which required
more immediate financial attention. This
included a replacement of a transponder, as
well as some high engine maintenance costs.
Our financial position was much better in the

second half of the year, following higher
income streams, and thus allowing us to make
some new asset purchases including a new
spinnaker pole, a Cam One Camera, 3 new
SB20s and a few sets of sails.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
Andrew for managing our Sports Excellence
Budget, for without him, the SMU Sailing
Club would not be enjoying the new sails,
boats and equipment that he has acquired for
us, or the numerous overseas opportunities
that he has made happened. I would also like
to thank the many dedicated and supportive
sailors for digging into your own bank
accounts to first pay for our purchases. I know
that running a deficit while waiting for your
reimbursements is not a very ideal situation to
be in!
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Finance Secretary’s Address
INCOME
Our main sources of income come from the SSU Budget as well as the OSL Sport Excellence
Budget. These two sources mainly fund our day-to-day running of the club such as
competition fees, repair and maintenance, as well as welfare and annual events. This year, we
were privileged to tie up with Barclays International to conduct a series of clinics for them,
which added to our income stream. Other sources of income include Sailing 101, and the
Sailing Membership Fees, both of which are expected to continue in the next few years.

EXPENSES
For 2012, our main categories for expenditure remain unchanged. Below is a graphical
breakdown of our expenditure for both the SSU budget as well as the OSL Sports Excellence
Budget.

SSU BUDGET

2%
40%
50%

Competition Fees
Competition Attire
Asset Purchase
Annual Events/Welfare

8%

OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE SPORTS EXCELLENCE BUDGET

27%
Facilities
Coaching

73%

Singapore Straits Regatta 2013
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Gwen Quek
Logistic Officer’s Address
HELLO!
It’s my turn now. This has definitely
been a year of expansion for SMU
Sailing Club. With our evergrowing team and constant use of
our boats and equipment,
responsibility over our assets has
never been more crucial. Forgive
me for being cheesy, but as the
saying goes, the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts. All the
little things count – a shackle, a nut,
a screw, a bolt. Without consistent
maintenance and care for our
boats, our trainings and ultimately
performance will be affected. I
would like to take this opportunity
to thank Andrew for supporting me
and advising me throughout my
term in office. Could not have done
it without you.

SAILS OVERHAUL
On top of improving on the
systems passed down from our
seniors, we have also decided to
overhaul our training sails. We
acquired full sets of new sails for
our 4 main boats, the 2 Platus and
2 J24s. This will improve the
quality of our training sessions –
more pacing and mini races to
come. I’ll be looking forward to the
bright magenta and aquablue
spinnakers when I return from
exchange this summer. ;)

Year 2012 Purchases
• 1 SB20 from Bob
Comstock
• 2 SB20s in the BAY
• 2 full sets of J24 Training
Sails
• 2 full sets of Platu Match
Racing Sails
• 1 x Platu Spinnaker Pole

INCREASED RESPONSIBILITY

WITH LOVE

In order to promote further
responsibility within the team, we
have restructured the sailing store
to increase storage efficiency and
individual ownership of the club.
Specific sections were allocated to
the different boat crews to store
their equipment and sails to
improve equipment tracking.
Setting up proper systems now will
definitely help, especially in the
future where SMU Sailing is poised
to grow and expand.

My term in office has been an
amazing whirlwind of laughter and
fun. No doubt, I’ve been worried
and frustrated at times, but here’s a
thank you to everyone who have
put up with me and my mildly
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
habits. It has been a wonderful
experience and I have definitely
learned a lot. Likewise, I hope that
I’ve helped the SMU Sailing Club
grow to greater heights. Here’s a
big big big cyber hug to say thank
you to everyone who believed in
me.
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ERIC LOH
Marketing and Communications
Officer’s Address
HELLO FRIENDS
2012 was an exciting year for SMU Sailing
and was particularly eventful for marketing
with several new projects and the annual
SMU-RM Western Circuit Sailing Regatta.
The aim for marketing in 2012 was to keep
up the engagement with our stakeholders in
the sailing community and the university to
receive continuous support in our pursuit for
s p o r t s exc e l l e n c e i n s a i l i n g. T h e s e
engagements were done through several
initiatives and one of the key messages we
continue to bring across is our sailor's passion
and dedication to sailing, as well as the fun
loving nature of the club. Through time and
continuous efforts, we have built lasting
relationships with our professors, school
mates, staff from OSL and the sailors in our
community. We are proud of these
relationships and have benefited from many
of these networks which helped secure a
strong foothold for the club.

WWW.SMUSAILING.COM
Our website continues to be our main
communication platform and this year we

usher in a more user friendly layout which
displays information classified by the type of
user accessing the website. This new layout
will help freshmen or people who want to
find out more about the club access relevant
information on the site to give them a good
overview of the club, its culture, training
schedules and types of regattas we attend.
Freshmen who are looking for a new
experience in SMU might not have a
thorough understanding of sailing since
sailing is still a relatively less exposed sport in
Singapore. Hence to give a more accurate
picture of the sport, this year we see the
introduction of videos that promote sailing to
the incoming year ones. These videos were
taken during our major regattas and
highlight the sport in a realistic way.
For more seasoned sailors who already know
about SMU Sailing, there are monthly
newsletters which include details of our
events and reports providing event coverage,
thus keeping groups like the alumni and
outside sailing friends involved and part of
the bigger SMU Sailing community.
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SMU SAILING FACEBOOK PAGE
For the ever connected university student and the
growing population at large, we have the SMU Sailing
Facebook page for both current members and a
separate page for all our other friends. This updating
platform keeps users instantaneously updated with
news of our race results, latest happenings and newly
published newsletters, going hand in hand with the
website.

EVENTS
As part of the fun loving culture which is
imbued in our club, SMU Sailing
strives to bring members, alumni and
even friends without sailing
backgrounds together in planned
parties and sailing clinics. In
addition to the lively atmosphere that
events bring to the club, the club also uses events to
connect with our external networks. Events such as the
Western Circuit Sailing Regatta seek to elevate the
perception of SMU as a university when we
successfully pull off Singapore's largest regatta with top
tier organization skills and our unique business
knowledge. Finally, events are planned to fulfill SMU
Sailing's broader goal of developing the university
sailing scene and to support keel boat sailing in
Singapore. SMU Sailing is a club that has always been
tightly knitted and these events has allowed us to train
and play as one big family which has continued to
grow through the years.

SMU-RM WESTERN CIRCUIT SAILING
REGATTA (WCSR)
The 15th WCSR continues to serve as a key platform
to showcase SMU students’ holistic education, and
encourage students to develop as well-rounded
individuals through management of and participation
in such a large-scale regatta. Strong affirmation from
th e boater s an d SM U s en ior m an agem en t
acknowledged the momentous success of this year's
WCSR.

However, success did not come easy this year because
of the increased complexity of managing the regatta.
The involvement of the Barclays Capital family day
and Red Bull fringe activities concurrently during the
race days strained both manpower and logistics with
multiple issues. These were resolved through hours of
planning and an outstanding execution by the
organizing committee and volunteers.
Organizing the regatta also helped us to contribute
back to the sailing community by allowing us to raise
up to $8,000 for our beneficiary Sail-Ability. SailAbility helps physically challenged individuals to
embark on a life changing journey by teaching them
the sport of sailing. Finally, one of the most important
result of this event is maintaining the strong
relationship between SMU Sailing and the senior
management of Raffles Marina, a relationship which
we have continued to build on and has benefited both
clubs.
For more on the event, please visit
www.westerncircuit.com

SAILING @ MARINA BAY
In collaboration with the Singapore Sailing Federation
(SSF), SMU Sailing has access to the eight SB20s at the
Marina Bay and events have been planned by both
clubs to increase the publicity of sailing in the central
business district. One such event by SMU Sailing
involved organizing a regatta for members and alumni
in the club at the location. All the sailors were clad with
the usual SMU Sailing racing attire and this event
raised publicity for both the university and the sailing
club since spectators at the high rise office in the
vicinity can see us sailing at the bay.
In addition, SMU Sailing also regularly participates in
races held at the location organized by SSF by sending
both students and alumni sailors. This contributes to
the touch points SMU has with our networks at the
CBD as well as the public at large.
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Give a man a fish and feed him for a
day. Give him a fishing lesson and he'll
sit in a boat drinking beer every
weekend.
- Alex Blackwell

ERIC LOH
Marketing and Communications Officer’s
ASIA PACIFIC STUDENT MATCH CUP

FINAL WORDS

SMU Sailing organized the first ever Asia Pacific
Student Match Cup held at the Marina Bay in
September. This event attracted participants from all
around the world including Japan, Australia, Norway
and not forgetting our teams from the club. As the
organizing and hosting club, we planned all the fringe
activities around the event and even made a friend or
two when we brought the participants out for the
famous Singapore food trail in the evenings. Racing
wise, this regatta is set to grow even bigger in the
coming years as we aim for a higher ISAF regatta
grade by inviting top level competitors and world class
racing jury.

2012 marked many firsts for the club which includes
organizing the Asia Pacific Student Match Cup,
obtaining the club's first SB20 which now berths at
Raffles Marina and the first ever expansion into
Marina Bay where we have exclusive rights to sail,
train and hold regattas with the eight boats berthed
there. The 8th Exco and our beloved manager Andrew
Tam have worked tirelessly and joyfully to make these
accomplishments possible and we would like to express
our heart felt gratitude to the friends of sailing who we
have met along our journey this past year. Without
their friendship and willingness to go the distance to
help us, we would still be in the meeting room talking
of what we could have done but didn't.

ANNUAL SAIL CAMP AND VIVACE
The sail camp is one of the events that all sailors in the
club look forward to with its usual friendly match
racing, awesome company and much loved BBQ food
and this year is no exception.
The annual recruitment exercise and freshmen sailing
experience is another success chalked up for the club.
With the theme of exposing the freshmen to the true
nature of sailing, the Vivace team put up a sailing
video made with footages of us in actual racing
conditions. Please visit http://vimeo.com/45302386
for a peek. As a result, we welcomed 15 new freshmen
into the club, one of the highest number of members
recruited in a year.

As a Year 4 and having only joined the team only in
Year 2, I feel a pang of regret that I didn't sail a year
earlier but have no doubt that this club is the place I
was meant to end up in.

Other Events
•
•
•
•

End-of-term party
Sailing 101
SSU Sports Camp - Sailing Station
Level 1 Dinghy Proficiency Certification

• SMU-Barclays Sailing Clinic
• Sailing Christmas Party
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Alumni Report 2013
First set up in 2011 as an informal group
for ex-SMU sailors, the SMU Sailing
Alumni Group has come a long way in the
past year.

changing makeup. Being a part of this
official school body also means more
support for the group’s social events as well
as greater recognition as an alumni group
by SMU. The Group however remains fully
FIRST AGM
autonomous and continues to be managed
We held our very first AGM at the SMU
and run by SMU Sailing alumni volunteers.
Alumni Lounge in December 2012. The
previous executive committee returned for
To commemorate this milestone, a launch
the new year starting from January 2013 to
party was held at Marina Bay on 7 April
December 2013. They are: Benjamin Mui
2013. Around 30 alumni came and dusted
(President), Wong Dan Chi (Secretary) and
off their old sailing gloves to take part in an
Koh Su Jun (Treasurer 1).
exciting day out sailing on the Marina Bay
SB20s – the same boats that many of our
SMU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
alumni had generously contributed funds
Continuing our growth as a group, it was towards helping the SMU Sailing Club
with much pride that the SMU Sailing purchase. The day ended with a dinner
Alumni Network formally joined the SMU party sponsored by the SMU Alumni
Alumni Association in 2013. The group’s Relations Office, where all the old (and not
name was changed to SMU Sailing Alumni so old) sailors caught up with each other the
Group, and other changes enacted to only way sailors knew how – with lots of
streamline the membership structure to good food and lots of drinks.
reflect the group’s growing size and
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Alumni Report 2013
REGATTAS
Besides these social events, our members continue to
participate regularly in sailing regattas, both with the
SMU Sailing Club as well as with external teams. In
January 2013, a joint team of alumni and SMU sailors
took part in the Singapore Straits Regatta on our very
own keelboat Xtra SMUve, while in July 2013 a team
comprised almost entirely of alumni sailors raced the
RSYC Regatta on Waka Tere, owned and skippered
by a dear friend of SMU Sailing, Kurt Metzger. Some
of our alumni had also joined the SMU Sailing Club
in their annual Top of the Gulf Regatta in Thailand
this year.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2013

There is still half a year to go in 2013 and we look
forward to an exciting coming few months with the
Western Circuit Sailing Regatta in August and at least
one more social event lined up before the next AGM
in December 2013. We also welcome the new batch of
SMU Sailing Alumni who graduate this year. To all
new members, congratulations on completing your
undergraduate education and welcome to the alumni
family.
We invite all alumni to get in touch with us if you have
not already done so.
Email smusailingalumni@gmail.com today to find out
more!

SINGAPORE STRAITS REGATTA 2013
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

On behalf of SMU Sailing Club,
The 8th Executive Committee would like to
thank a number of people who have been a
source of unwavering support and strength
and have kept us and the club going in good
and in difficult times.
To SMU and the Office of Student Life, for
providing every member with the platform
and opportunity for us to excel and grow,
through funding of our equipments and
events while also supporting our endeavors in
international competitions.
To SMU Sports Union, for continuing to
build strengthen the sporting fraternity in our
university lives and continuing to recognize
and support the club in various events.
To our very supportive Alumni, who continue
to guide and contribute back to the club with

their wealth of knowledge and zesty spirit
even in spite of a heavy schedule.
Special thanks go out to our sports manager,
Andrew Tam, who more often than not goes
out of his way to make our student life
experience more special. You have been a
constant source of inspiration, help and
knowledge and beyond just managing the
club, you have been a friend who has been
there when we needed you.
Thank you once again to everyone who has
been part of and supported SMU Sailing. We
hope that you will be able to enjoy and
pursue your passion in sailing and that we’ll
be able to continue to promote sailing as part
of our lifestyle to everyone.
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